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THE HVAD™ SYSTEM:
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MODERATOR
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ADD TO MY CALENDAR
**THE HVAD™ SYSTEM:**
**EXPERTS SHARE EXPERIENCES WITH 10 YEARS OF RELIABILITY, VERSATILITY AND SMART TECHNOLOGY**

Friday 9 October 2020
13:15 – 14:30 CET

**AGENDA**

**INTRO:** Stephan Schueler

**TALK 1:**
Evgenij Potapov
“A decade of worldwide clinical experience and data from a single center in using HVAD”

**TALK 2:**
Daniel Zimpfer
“Enhanced versatility of the HVAD allows the treatment of complex cardiac disease and less traumatic surgical implantation techniques have improved long term outcomes”

**TALK 3:**
Sebastian Schulte Eistrup
“Unique inbuilt monitoring technology for precise hemodynamic control and novel innovations will take long-term LVAD therapy to a new level - An outlook”

**PANEL DISCUSSION**
Khaldoon Alhumood
Meindert Palmen
Thomas Schlöglhofer

**CLOSING:** Stephan Schueler